November Book Report
“Terrance Turkey”

What You Need:
- Terrance Turkey
- turkey feathers
- 2 orange strips of paper
- Markers or crayons
- Scissors and glue
- A good book that you have read

What You Do:
1. Color and cut out the turkey.
2. Color and cut out the feathers.
3. Use one feather to describe the main character of the story.
4. Use another feather to describe the setting of the story.
5. Use another feather to describe the problem of the story.
6. Use another feather to describe the solution of the story.
7. The last feather is to tell us why we would want to read this story. Arrange and glue all of the feathers onto the turkey.
8. When you have put your turkey together, write the title of the book on the turkey’s belly.
9. Make the legs out of orange strips of paper using the accordion folding.
10. Glue on the legs and feet to the body.
Reproduce the pattern below and cut out. See next two pages for construction paper. Color, cut out, and mount on half of a paper plate. Mount feathers from following page onto plate first, then place turkey body over feathers. Glue strips of paper folded accordion-style to bottom of turkey body for legs. Attach feet to ends of leg strips.
“Turkey Art Project”

Reproduce into construction paper. Color and cut out. Assemble according to directions on previous page.
Reproduce face onto construction paper. Color and cut out. Assemble as shown below.